
Our Coffee 
 
ALL FLORIDA COFFEE (AFC) 100% BRAZILIAN 

A combination of light and medium roasted coffees blended to produce a medium-
bodied cup with a light, satisfying flavor and mild acidity. 
 

AFC 100% COLOMBIAN 
A rare cup embodying the qualities that first made Colombian coffee’s famous. In 
the cup, our 100% Colombian coffees have a pleasant acidity with a distinctive, 
heady aroma. Always nicely balanced, this coffee is mellower, but does not 
sacrifice flavor. Produced under the authority of, The National Federation of 
Coffee Growers of Colombia, our coffees are first assembled and graded within 
the country prior to our fresh roasting. 
  

AFC CAFE ROYAL 
A very special blend of coffee, Colombian and Central American milds that have 
been blended and roasted to perfection. The result is a fuller bodied coffee than 
our other coffees with a distinctive rich flavor. 
 

AFC CUSTOM BLEND 
A light and lively cup of coffee, mild in flavor, with a light body and a hint of 
acidity. A coffee that you could drink all day. 

 
AFC DECAF (1.3oz & 2.0oz) 

This is a very special coffee, Colombian and Central American mild coffees that 
have been blended and roasted to perfection. The result is a fuller bodied coffee 
than our other coffees with a distinctive rich flavor, but without the caffeine. 

 
AFC EURO DARK ROAST 

This coffee has all of the tradition of a Dark Roast coffee, oily rich and bold in 
color. Central American coffees blended for sharpness of character but allowing 
for a longer holding time. This coffee although dark in color asks us to drink more 
than one. Welcome to the café experience! 

 
AFC HOTEL & RESTAURANT BLEND COFFEE 

A unique mixture of our Café Royal and European Dark Roast coffee’s; yielding a 
taste profile between a French and medium full bodied cup of coffee. 

 
Tel:  321-676-1265  
Fax: 321-725-4262  
sales@allfloridacoffee.com 


